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I would recommend this game, but only for the writing. The detailed writing is excellent, a great experience. A wonderfull
intense athmosphere, but the story in all was too confusing and too short. There were things that will not be explained and so I
didn't know what actually really happened. That is sad. There could be more.

Also a pro: the perfectly matched music/sound.
. I got the game this morning and I have found 3 issues. I cant record gameplay. I am playing on a vive and it is comming
through the vive but the monitor picture is black. I would like to show people some gameplay! You cant see the menu in the vive
at all or on the screen. The game wont launch normally unless you launch it twice meaning it wont play as a normal game unless
i launch it while in vr mode(way to change settings)...it seems to shut down the vr version and start the normal pc version. Game
looks awesome just want to share!. I have not been able to PLAY this game at all. I wasted my money and am unable to get it
back. the game does not work because of some resolution problems but dont you worry once you have spent two hours
workingout how to fix it. you will than spend another 2 hours trying to get the game to play, error error errror!!! is all you will
see from the minute you try and click play. after all this no luck.. What a refreshing game!

Greedy Guns is a metroidvania shooter with couch coop gameplay. This combination is really rare, especially on PC. The
weapons are interesting and varied, and the way they interact (or don't!) with enemies keep you on your toes.

I've had a lot of fun with it and I think you will too.. I recently made a video review of Welkin Road if you're thinking about
picking this game up. Here it is!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSr2egc_wdA
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Simple, but very well made and funny!. I have to say, this is a neat little game. Animation is superb, music is atmospheric, and
the controls are tight. Unfortunatly, it has crashed for me at the 44 minute mark both times I've run it. I'm going to reccomend it
based on the notion that I think it has a lot to offer, and I don't expect much from a game under 10 bucks, but I'm also going to
keep my fingers crossed that my crashing has been some sort of freak coincidence, and that I won't have to spend my future
sessions with a timer running in the background.. Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven is the puppetmaster who cursed my d*ck. im
absolutely entralled.

the characterization for your character is so complex and detailed, it actually feels like you're controlling a person in a zombie
crisis and i found myself having to think rather then do what would just boost stats (like other CyoA games)
the beginning is so helpful because it lets you CHOOSE YOUR STATS NO GIMMICKS NO FOOLERY. JUST. STATS.

the supporting characters have their quirks and... surprises *haunted look in eye*, which makes them unpredictable at times and
more fun to get to know.
AND THE FACT YOU CAN HAVE A CAT/DOG? MAJOR POINTS IN MY BOOK.

overall i CANNOT wait for more chapters. definitely recommend. It\u2019s a puzzle platformer where you guide penguins to
safety, avoiding aliens and robots. You know, normal day-to-day type stuff. It\u2019s casual, it\u2019s cute, and I like it enough
to give it a solid thumbs: UP! Good for kids too!. if i save my game it keep on crashing. For a quick gameplay review here's a
video. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=JjGOc7AbnNY To be honest i really like the game its entertaining and usually i
dont like games like this. But this game had depth, intresting settigns, and enough clues for you to figure things out without
babysitting you every step of the way. However theresa few glitchy bugs here and there and the interface when respawning
could be a little easier but other than that im enjoying it.
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